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Abstract. This paper develops a general technique to analyze the head reduction of a term in a con-
text. This technique is used to give a direct proof of the theorem of Hyland and Wadsworth : two�-terms that have the same Böhm trees, up to (possibly infinite) �-equivalence, are operationally
equivalent. It is also used to prove a conjecture of R. Kerth :Every unsolvable�-term has a decora-
tion. This syntactical result is motivated by (and gives thesolution to) a semantical problem.
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1. Introduction

In this paper I develop a technique to analyze the head reduction of a term in a context. This technique
was first initiated in [7] (where it is calledthe directed�-calculus) to give a syntactic proof of Krivine’s
theorem on storage operators. The version developed here isa bit more general than the one in [7]. The
basic idea simply consists in giving names to the parts of theBöhm trees that we do not have to know for
an head reduction step.

A theorem of Hyland and Wadsworth

I give a direct proof of the following well known theorem (dueto Hyland and Wadsworth).

Theorem 1.1. Let t andt0 be�-terms. Assume they have the same Böhm tree up to (possibly infinite)�-equivalence (the precise definition is given in section 3).Thent andt0 are operationally equivalent, i.e.
for every contextC; C(t) is solvable iffC(t0) is solvable.�Address for correspondence: Laboratoire de Maths. Campus Scientifique, F-73376 Le Bourget du Lac., Email: david@univ-
savoie.fr
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The original proofs of Hyland [11] and Wadsworth [13] were indirect : They show that both proper-
ties are equivalent to having the same interpretation in Scott’s D1 model. Note that, in [11] and [13],
the theorem is stated in another (equivalent) way that do notspeak of Böhm trees. This notion has been
introduced later by Barendregt (cf. [2]).

Due to the precise analysis of head reduction that is done, the result I get is, in fact, a bit more
precise. I show that, ift andt0 have the same Böhm trees (up to�-infinite equivalence) andC is some
context, then the head reduction ofC(t) andC(t0) are essentially the same(and thus one terminates iff
the other does) in the following sense. The head reduction ofrespectivelyC(t) andC(t0) can be divided
into two levels : the�-reductions which correspond to the computation of some node in the Böhm tree
of respectivelyt andt0. These steps depend, of course, ont andt0. The other ones which, intuitively,
correspond to the interaction between the Böhm trees and the context. The key point of the proof is the
fact that the latter are the same forC(t) andC(t0) except for someadministrative�-reductions that look
like (�x:(t x) u)!� (t u) and correspond to the difference between the Böhm trees in term of�.

Note that, since the theorem of Hyland and Wadsworth, other separability results have been proved.
For example see [4].

Kerth’s conjecture

I also use the technique to prove a conjecture stated by R. Kerth in [9]. This is a new result that
already appears in [5].

Theorem 1.2. Every unsolvable� term has a decoration.

To give the idea of the conjecture, I need the following, informal, definition: If t reduces tot0 by
some steps of head reduction, say that a sub-termd0 of t0 is a descendent (cf. definition 4.3) of a sub-termd of t if it is a ”copy” of d.

Let t be unsolvable. Denote bytk the term obtained fromt afterk many steps of head reduction. A
sequence(dk)k2N of � terms is a decoration for (the head reduction of)t if there is a strictly increasing
functionf fromN toN such that for everyk :

1. tf(k) = �!� (dk �!uk) for some finite (non empty) sequence�!uk of � terms.

2. dk is solvable anddk+1 is a descendent of some element of the sequence�!uk of arguments ofdk:
Some examples of decorations are give at the beginning of section 4.
The motivation (see [9]) of this conjecture is the following: A model of � calculus is said to be

sensible if all the unsolvable terms are equal in this model.It is not easy, in general, to check whether a
given model of� calculus is sensible or not. In [8] , [10] R Kerth built an uncountable number of graph
models with different equational theories but he was unableto prove they were sensible, because the
usual argument of reducibility did not work in his models. Hewas able to show that his models had no
critical sequences (a semantical notion he introduced) andhe showed that a graph model without critical
sequences is sensible ... if his conjecture is true.

Thus, the constructions in [8] , [10] and the present paper show that there are uncountably many
sensible distinct equational theories of continuous models (and similarly for the stable and strongly
stable semantics).
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Some general remarks. The technique developed here shows that a precise analysis of head reduction
may give proofs that correspond to the intuition.

I thus hope this technique will help to prove unknown resultsfor which there is an intuitive argument
for their validity but for which we have not yet a definitive proof.

As already mentioned, the technique basically consists is using indirectly (infinite) Böhm trees by
giving names to the infinite part of the tree that is not used. Anotion of infinite�-terms is introduced in
[3]. Another direct proof of theorem 1.1 could be given by using such trees.

The paper is organized as follows :Except for the basic facts on�-calculus, Böhm trees, ... that can be
found in the usual textbooks on�-calculus (for example [1], [2], [12], ...), this paper is self-contained.
Section 2 gives the main definitions and properties of the directed�-calculus. In section 3, I prove the
theorem of Hyland and Wadsworth and in section 4, I prove Kerth’s conjecture.
Acknowledgement. Thanks to C. Berline and R. Kerth for helpful discussions on the subject and also
to the anonymous referees who suggested many improvements.

2. Computing with Böhm trees

2.1. Definitions

Definition 2.1. 1. An address is a finite list ofpositive integers.

2. Leta; a0 be addresses.a � a0 means thata is an initial segment ofa0.
3. Leta be an address.� lg(a) denotes the length ofa.� For i � lg(a), a � i denotes the restriction ofa to its firsti elements.� i + a (resp.a + i) denotes the lista with i added at the beginning (resp. at the end). Thus,lg(i+ a) = lg(a+ i) = lg(a) + 1:
4. The empty list is denoted bynil.

Definition 2.2. 1. � denotes the set of� terms.

2. The set�0 of terms is defined by the following grammar :�0 = V j ? j c(a; �) j �x �0 j (�0 �0)
where

(a) V is the set of variables

(b) A substitution is a function from a finite subset ofV (called its domain) to�0. The empty
substitution is denoted by;:

(c) For every addressa and every substitution,c(a; �) is a constant.
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3. A Böhm function is a partial functionf from the set of addresses intof?g [ f(E; x; p) = E �V;E finite, x 2 V; p 2 Ng which satisfies :

(a) f(nil) is defined.

(b) f(a+ i) is defined ifff(a) = (E; x; p) and1 � i � p.
Notations, conventions and comments� I adopt Barendregt’s convention that variables are always named in such a way that there is no

undesired capture and no confusion between different names.� �!� denotes a sequence (possibly empty) of abstractions and(t �!r ) represents the termt applied to
a sequence (possibly empty) of arguments.� Recall that the Böhm tree oft (denoted byBT (t)) is defined as follows :

– If the head reduction oft does not terminate, thenBT (t) = ?
– If it terminates with�x1 ::: xn (x t1 ::: tk), then the root ofBT (t) is a node labelled with�x1 ::: xn (x). It hask immediate successors :BT (t1); :::; BT (tk):� c(a; �) represents the term associated to the sub-tree (at the addressa, in the environment given

by �) of the Böhm tree of some termu that will be substituted latter on.� A Böhm functionf codes a Böhm tree. It is an oracle that gives, on request of anaddressa in the
tree, the following information: the variables that are abstracted; the head variable and the number
of arguments. Thusf(a) = (fx1; :::; xng; x; p) means that the node at the addressa in the Böhm
tree coded byf is �x1 ::: xn (x t1 ::: tp) for some termst1; :::; tp:� In the following, the lettersa; b; c; ... are reserved for addresses; the lettersf; g; ... for Böhm
functions and the lettersr; s; t; ::. for terms:

Definition 2.3. Let � be a substitution andt 2 �0: �(t) is defined by the usual rules and� �(c(a; � )) = c(a; � � �) for every� anda.� �(?) = ?:
Lemma 2.4. Every term in�0 can be written (in a unique way) as

�!� (R �!r ) whereR is either a variable
or? or ((�x u) v) or c(a; �):
Proof: By induction on the term. ut
Definition 2.5. Let t = �!� (R r1 ::: rq) 2 �0 andf be a Böhm function. One step off -reduction oft
is defined as follows :

1. If R = x thent is in f -head normal form andt has nof -reduct.
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2. If R = ?
(a) If t = ? thent is in f -head normal form andt has nof -reduct.

(b) otherwise, thef -reduct oft is?.

3. If R = ((�x u) v) then thef -reduct oft is
�!� (�(u) r1 ::: rq) where�(x) = v.

4. If R = c(a; �)
(a) If f(a) = ?, then thef -reduct oft is?:
(b) If f(a) = (fx1; :::; xkg; x; p) then thef -reduct oft is :�!� �xj+1 ::: �xk �0(x) c(a+ 1; �0) ::: c(a+ p; �0) rj+1 ::: rq

wherej =Min(k; q), �0 = � � � and� is defined by�(xi) = ri for 1� i � j:
(c) If f(a) is undefined, thef -reduct oft is not defined.

Definition 2.6. 1. t!f t0 (resp.t�f t0, resp.t !+f t0) means thatt0 is thef -reduct oft (resp.t0
is obtained fromt by some, possibly zero, steps off -reductions, resp.t0 is obtained fromt by at
least one step off -reduction).

2. hnf (f; t) (thef -head normal form oft) is defined by� If some step of thef -reduction oft is undefined, thenhnf (f; t) is not defined.� If t �f t0 for some termt0 in f -head normal form andt0 6= ?, thenhnf (f; t) = t0. In this
caset is said to bef -solvable.� If the f -reduction oft does not terminate or ift �f ? , thenhnf (f; t) = ?. In this caset
is said to bef -unsolvable.

Comments and examples� Let F = �x�y (y x) andt0 = (c(nil; ; ) F (c(nil; ;) F )): Definef by : f(nil) = (fxg; x; 1)
and, forn � 1; f(1n) = (;; x; 1) where1n = [1; 1; 1:::; 1]: The f -reduction oft0 is given by
(where�(x) = F ) : t0 !f (F c([1]; �) (c(nil; ;) F ))! (c(nil; ;) F c([1]; �))!f (F c([1]; �) c([1]; �))! (c([1]; �) c([1]; �))!f (F c([1; 1]; �) c([1]; �))�f :::� If t 2 �0 andf “represents” the termu 2 �; thef -reduction “corresponds” to the (ordinary) head
reduction oft0 (denotedthui in definition 2.10 below) where
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– t0 is the termt where each constantc(a; �) is replaced (iteratively) by the term (in the envi-
ronment�) whose Böhm tree is the sub-tree ofBT (u) at the addressa:

– ”corresponds” means that the reduction is the same except that the part of the computation
of t0 that ”comes from” the computation of the node at the addressa in the Böhm tree ofu
has been forgotten and is given by the ”oracle”f .� In the example above,f corresponds to a fixed-point operator.� Note that thef -reduction is abig-stephead reduction. Assumef corresponds to the termu. In

definition 2.5, forR = c(a; �); one step of reduction consists in : first replacec(a; �) by the
corresponding node ofBT (u) and nextreduce all the redexesthat are immediately introduced.
This is done in this way for the following reason. For example, assumeu � �x u1 � �x (x v):
The head reduction of(u r) is : (u r) � (�x u1 r) ! u1[x := r] � (r v[x := r]). This is not
exactly the same order as : first compute the node of the Böhm tree and then reduce since it would
be : (u r) � (�x u1 r) � (�x (x v) r) � (r v[x := r]): If the f -reduction was defined in
another way, proposition 2.15 would be more difficult to state.� I allow f(a) to be undefined in the definition of thef -reduction oft because I made no restrictions
in the definition of�0:However the typical situation where thef -reduction is used is the following:
let t = C(u) 2 � whereC is some context (i.e. a term with a hole),t0 = C(c(nil; ;)) andf
”represents”u. In this case thef -reduction will clearly always be defined.

Convention. If t 2 � thef -reduction is the ordinary head reduction (f is never used and thus can be
anything). In this case, I will omit the symbolf and writet � t0 instead oft�f t0 andhnf (t) instead
of hnf (f; t): More generally, in the rest of the paper, I will omit the parameterf when it is useless. The
convention on the type of the letters will avoid possible confusions : for example, betweenhnf (f; t) andhnf (t; a). The latter is defined below and is thus the abbreviated form of hnf (f; t; a) for a uselessf .

Definition 2.7. Let a be an address,t 2 �0 andf be a Böhm function.

1. “a is f -accessible int” is defined by� nil is f -accessible in t.� i + a is f -accessible int iff hnf (f; t) = �!� (x t1::: tn); 1 � i � n anda is f -accessible inti:
2. Leta bef -accessible int. Then,hnf (f; t; a) is defined by� hnf (f; t; nil) = hnf (f; t).� hnf (f; t; i+ a) = hnf (f; ti; a) wherehnf (f; t) = �!� (x t1::: tn):
3. Leta bef -accessible int. Then,adr(f; t; a) is defined by� adr(f; t; nil) = t.� adr(f; t; i+ a) = adr(f; ti; a) wherehnf (f; t) = �!� (x t1::: tn):
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Definition 2.8. Let u 2 �:  (u) is the Böhm functionf defined as follows� f(a) is defined iffa is accessible inu.� f(a) = (fx1; ::: ; xkg; x; p) iff hnf (u; a) = �x1 ::: �xk (x t1 ::: tp) for some termst1; :::; tp� f(a) = ? iff hnf (u; a) = ?:
Comments and examples. In the following, assumet 2 � (and thus, I omit the parameterf ).� a is accessible int iff BT (t) has a node at the addressa. For example, ift is unsolvablenil is the

only accessible address int .� hnf (t; a) is the�-term we get at the addressa when the computation of the node at this address inBT (t) hasended.� adr(t; a) is the� term we get at thebeginningof the computation of the node at this address inBT (t).� Let t = (I �x (x (� �))): Thenadr(t; [1]) = (� �) andhnf (t; [1]) = ?:� Let Y be the Türing fixed-point operator, i.e.Y = (B B) whereB = �b�x (x (b b x)):
SinceBT (Y ) = �x (x (x (x ::: the addresses1n are the only accessible addresses inY: Forn > 0; hnf (Y; 1n) = (x (B B x)) and adr(Y; 1n) = (B B x). Let f =  (Y ); then :f(nil) = (fxg; x; 1) and, forn � 1; f(1n) = (;; x; 1):

Definition 2.9. Let f be a Böhm function. A termt 2 �0 is f -correct if, for some contextC 2 �;C(c(nil; ; ))�f t:
Definition 2.10. Let u 2 � andt 2 �0: Assumet is (u)-correct.thui is the�-term defined by :� If t = x or t = ?; thenthui = t� If t = �x t1, thenthui = �x t1hui� If t = (t1 t2); thenthui = (t1hui t2hui)� If t = c(a; �); thenthui = �(adr(u; a)) where� is defined by :dom(�) = dom(�) and�(x) =�(x)hui.thui is thus the term obtained by replacing, iteratively, int the occurrences ofc(a; �) by�(adr(u; a))
for everya and�. In particular, ift = C(c(nil; ; )) thenthui = C(u).

Note that if t is any term in�0; thui may be undefined because, either some addressa, such thatc(a; �) appears int, is not accessible inu (and thus,adr(u; a) is undefined), or because the process of
replacingc(a; �) by �(adr(u; a)) does not terminate. However, the following lemma shows that, if t is (u)-correct, this does not occur.

Lemma 2.11. If t is  (u)-correct, thenthui is defined.
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Proof: By induction on the length of the reductionC(c(nil; ; )) � (u) t: Look at the various cases in
definition 2.5 and remark that :

- thui is defined ifft0hui is defined for every sub-termt0 of t.
- c(a; �)hui is defined iffa is (u) -accessible and�(x)hui is defined for every variablex: ut

Remark.  (u) andthui are defined only foru 2 �: Actually, there is one (and only one) result whose
proof needs the definition of (u) andthui for u 2 �0: It is proposition 4.12 that shows that usefulness
is transitive. The definition is, of course, the same but thismeans that all the results concerning either (u) or thui should be given for this general case and then should be parametrized by a Böhm function,
i.e. I should define (f; u) andthf; ui. Since these general results are proved exactly in the same way
as the particular case, in order to simplify notations, I restricted myself to the caseu 2 �: These general
results are stated in [5].

2.2. Some basic results on thef -reduction

In this section I prove some basic facts on thef -reduction. The main one (proposition 2.15) means that
there is somemodularity in the head reduction of a termt : Let C be some context andu be a�-term.
Let t = C(u) andt0 = C(c(nil; ; )): The head reduction oft is the same as the (u)-head reduction
of t0 where, whenc(a; �) appears in head position, the computation of the node at the addressa in the
Böhm tree ofu ”inserted”.

Lemma 2.12. Let v; v0 2 �0 andf be a Böhm function. Assume thatv�f v0.
1. Let� be a substitution. Then�(v)�f �(v0):
2. Let�!r be a sequence of terms and assumev0 does not begin with�: Then(v �!r ) �f (v0 �!r )

Moreover in both cases the length of thef -reduction remains the same.

Proof: Note that the more general case, wherev0 begins with�; will be given in lemma 2.14. The
proof is by induction on the length of the reduction and case analysis. Use the fact that, in general,�(u[x := v]) = �(u)[x := �(v)]: ut
Lemma 2.13. Let t 2 �0 andf be a Böhm function such thatt is f -unsolvable.

1. Let� be a substitution. Then�(t) is f -unsolvable.

2. Let�!r be a sequence of terms. Then(t �!r ) is f -unsolvable.

Proof:

1. This follows immediately from lemma 2.12.

2. If t does not reduce to a term beginning with� this follows immediately from lemma 2.12. Oth-
erwise let�!r = (r1 ::: rn) andt0 be the least step where� appears. Then (by lemma 2.12)(t �!r )�f (t0 �!r ) = (�x t1 �!r ) �f (�(t1) r2 ::: rn) where�(x) = r1: The result follows by lemma
2.12 and by repeating, if necessary, the same argument.
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Lemma 2.14. Let v; r1; ..., rp 2 �0; � be a substitution andf be a Böhm function. Assume thatv�f �x1::: �xk (w �!t ). Then(�(v) r1 ::: rp) �f �xj+1::: �xk (�0(w) ��!�0(t) rj+1 ::: rp) wherej =Min(k; p), �0 = � � � and� is given by�(xi) = ri for 1 � i � j .

Proof: By induction onk. The casek = 0 is given by lemma 2.12. Assumek � 1. Look at the
least step in the reductionv �f v0 wherev0 begins with�, say v0 = �x1 v1: Note thatx1 =2dom(�) sincex1 is bounded inv. By lemma 2.12,(�(v) r1 ::: rp) �f (�1(v1) r2 ::: rp) where�1 = � � � and � is given by : � (x1) = r1. By the induction hypothesis,(�1(v1) r2 ::: rp) �f�xj+1 ::: �xk (�0(w) ��!�0(t) rj+1 ::: rp). ut
Proposition 2.15. Let t 2 �0 andu 2 �: Assumet = �!� (R r1 ::: rp) is  (u)-correct andt0 is the (u)-reduct oft. Then

1. if R = x, thenthui is in head normal form.

2. if R = (�x v w) or? , then the head-reduct ofthui is t0hui.
3. if R = c(a; �)� If f(a) = ?; thenthui is unsolvable.� If f(a) = (fx1; :::; xkg; x; q) thenthui� t0hui.

Proof: (1) and ( 2) are clear. (3.1) follows from lemma 2.13 and (3.2)follows from lemma 2.14. ut
3. The theorem of Hyland and Wadsworth

Definition 3.1. A binary relation� on�-terms is a bisimulation ifft � t0 implies :� eithert andt0 both are unsolvable� or hnf (t) = �x1:::�xn (x t1::: tm), hnf (t0) = �x1:::�xn+p (x t01::: t0m+p) and,

– for 1 � i � m, ti � t0i
– for 1 � j � p, xn+j � t0m+j andxn+j is not free int� or hnf (t0) = �x1:::�xn (x t01::: t0m), hnf (t) = �x1:::�xn+p (x t1::: tm+p) and,

– for 1 � i � m, ti � t0i
– for 1 � j � p, xn+j � tm+j andxn+j is not free int0

Definition 3.2. Let f be a Böhm function.fi is the Böhm function defined by :fi(a) = f(i+ a):
Definition 3.3. A binary relation� on Böhm functions is a simulation ifff � f 0 implies :
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– for 1 � i � m, fi � f 0i
– for 1 � j � p,  (xn+j) � f 0m+j andxn+j =2 fx1; :::; xn; xg

Proposition 3.4. (and definition)
There is a greatest bisimulation on�-terms (resp. simulation on Böhm functions). It is denotedby �
(resp. by�).

Proof: Bisimulations (resp. simulations) are closed by union. ut
Proposition 3.5. Let u; u0 2 � be such thatu � u0: Then, there is a Böhm functionf such that (u) � f and (u0) � f:
Proof: Immediate. ut
Proposition 3.6. Let t 2 �0 andu 2 �. Assumet is  (u)-correct: Then,t is  (u)-solvable iff thui is
solvable. Moreoverhnf (thui) = hnf ( (u); t)hui.
Proof: Immediate, by proposition 2.15. ut
Theorem 3.7. Let u andu0 be�-terms such thatu � u0: Then, for every contextC; C(u) is solvable iffC(u0) is solvable.

The idea of the proof is the following. Assumeu � u0 andC is a context. Lett = C(c(nil; ;)).
Sincethui = C(u), by proposition 3.6,C(u) (resp.C(u0)) is solvable ifft is (u)-solvable (resp. (u0)
-solvable). By proposition 3.5, it is then enough to show : Let f; f 0 be Böhm functions such thatf � f 0:
Thent is f -solvable ifft is f 0-solvable.

This is proved by showing that thef -reduction and thef 0 -reduction oft areessentiallythe same. The
intuitive meaning is the following. I introduce the calculus�" by adding to�0 new constants denoted byd(a; �): The only difference betweend(a; �) andc(a; �) is that the change of name marks the difference
at the addressa (due to�-expansions) betweenf andf 0. Thef 0-reduction oft will be re-defined in such
a way that, in definition 2.5, when there is a difference betweenf andf 0 at the addressa; c(a + i; �) is
replaced byd(a+ i; �):

The precise relation between both reductions is given by proposition 3.15 : It intuitively says that, ift �f t1; thent �f 0 t01 for somet01 such thatt1 is obtained fromt01 by doing some� -reductions at the
root of t01 and by erasing the differences betweenf andf 0:

For the rest of this section, fix the Böhm functionsf andf 0 such thatf � f 0:
Definition 3.8. �" is defined by the grammar :�" = V j ? j c(a; �) j d(a; �) j �x �"j (�" �")

wherec(a; �) andd(a; �) are constants as in definition 2.2.
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Definition 3.9. Let t 2 �": The f 0 reduction oft is defined as in definition 2.5 with the following
changes:

1. the case 4.(b) (whenR = c(a; �)) is replaced by 4’.(b) :

If f 0(a) = (fx1; :::; xk+lg; x; p + l) and f(a) = (fx1; :::; xkg; x; p) then thef 0-reduct oft is
�!� �xj+1 ::: �xk+l �0(x) �!c �!d rj+1 ::: rq where�!c = c(a + 1; �0) ::: c(a + p; �0);�!d = d(a+ (p+1); �0) ::: d(a+ (p+ l); �0); j =Min(k + l; q), �0 = � � � and� is defined by�(xi) = ri for 1� i � j:

2. the case 5. (whenR = d(a; �)) is added :

(a) If f 0(a) = ?, then thef 0-reduct oft is?:
(b) If f 0(a) = (fx1; :::; xkg; x; k) then thef 0-reduct oft is :�!� �xj+1 ::: �xk �0(x) d(a+ 1; �0) ::: d(a+ k; �0) rj+1 ::: rq

wherej =Min(k; q), �0 = � � � and� is defined by�(xi) = ri for 1� i � j:
(c) If f 0(a) is undefined, thef 0-reduct oft is undefined.

Remark. It is easily seen that this new definition consists only in changing somec(a; �) by d(a; �): In
particular this does not affect thef 0-solvability of a term.

Definition 3.10. Let t 2 �":
1. t is correct if, for some contextC 2 �; C(c(nil; ; ))�f 0 t:
2. Assumet is correct.D(t) is the term in�0 defined as follows :� D(x) = x: D(�x u) = �x D(u): D((u v)) = (D(u) D(v)):� D(c(a; �)) = c(a;D(�)) whereD(�) = � is defined by�(x) = D(�(x)):� D(d(a; �)) = D(�(x)) wherex is the head variable off 0(a), i.e. f 0(a) = (E; x; p):
The notion of correctness defined here is the (revised version) of f 0-correctness of definition 2.9.D(t) is the term obtained by replacing, iteratively, int the occurrences ofd(a; �) by �(x) wherex

is the head variable off 0(a). The following example gives the intuition :
Let I = �x x andJ = (Y G) whereG = �j�x�x1 (x (j x1)): It is easily seen thatI � J and

that, lettingf =  (I) andf 0 =  (J), f � f 0: f(nil) = (fxg; x; 0); f 0(nil) = (fx; x1g; x; 1) andf 0([1]) = (fx2g; x1; 1): Let t = (c(nil; ;) u v) whereu; v are some�-terms. Thent !f (u v) = t1
and t !f 0 (u d([1]; �)) = t2 where�(x1) = v and thusD(t2) = t1: Note thatthIi ! (u v) andthJi ! (u (J v))

Note that ift is any term in�"; D(t) may be undefined because, either for some addressa such thatd(a; �) appears int , f 0(a) is undefined, or because the process of replacingd(a; �) by �(x) does not
terminate. However, the following lemma shows that, ift is correct, this does not occur.

Lemma 3.11. If t is correct, thenD(t) is well defined.
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Proof: By induction on the length of the reductionC(c(nil; ; )) �f 0 t: Look at the various cases in
definition 3.9 and remark that :

- D(t) is defined iff for every sub-termt0 of t; D(t0) is defined,

- D(c(a; �)) is defined iffD(�(x)) is defined forx 2 dom(�);
- D(d(a; �)) is defined iffa is f 0-accessible andD(�(x)) is defined for the head variable off 0(a).ut

Definition 3.12. Let t 2 �" be correct and lett0 2 �0: t C t0 iff� t = �x1 :::xn (R r1 :::rp) and for somek � 0;� t0 = �x1 :::xn�k (D(R) D(r1)::: D(rp�k)) and, forp� k < i � p,D(ri) = xi.t C t0 means thatt0 is obtained fromt by some�-reductions in head position and theD-operation.
The following example gives the intuition :

LetH = �x�y�y0 (x (J y) (J y0)) andh =  (H) whereJ is the term given in the example above.
Clearly,I � H andf � h: Let t = (c(nil; ;) u v) whereu; v are some�-terms. Thent!f (u v) = t1
andt!h �y0(u d([1]; �) d([2]; �)) = t2 for some� such thatD(t2) = �y0 (u v y0): Thust2 C t1:
Definition 3.13. Let t 2 �" be correct.n(t) is defined as follows. Assumet = �!� (R �!r ) as in
definition 3.9. If R = d(a; �) thenn(t) = 1 + n(�(x)) wherex is the head variable off 0(a) and
otherwisen(t) = 0:

Intuitively, n(t) is the number of steps needed to get (by applying the functionD) a head redex which
is notd(a; �) (cf. definition 3.9 case 5).

Lemma 3.14. If t is correct, thenn(t) is well defined.

Proof: By induction on the length of the reductionC(c(nil; ; ))�f 0 t: Use the fact that, ift is correct
andd(a; �) appears int; thenf 0(a) = (fx1; :::; xkg; x; k) andx 6= xi. ut
Proposition 3.15. 1. Lett= C(c(nil; ; )) for some contextC 2 �: Assumet�f t0: Thent�f 0 u0

for someu0 C t0:
2. Letu 2 �" be correct. Assumeu C t andt!f t1: Thenu!+f 0 u1 for someu1 C t1

Proof: (1) follows from (2) by an immediate induction on the length of the reductiont �f t0 : use (2)
with t C t. Note that the converse (i.e. ift �f 0 t0, thent �f u0 for somet0 C u0) could be proved in a
similar way but I don’t need it.

(2) is proved by induction onn(u). The proof, which is straightforward but rather tedious, isgiven
in the appendix. ut

The theorem 3.7 follows from proposition 3.15 in the following way :� Assumet is f -solvable. Thent �f t1 = �!� (x �!r ): By proposition 3.15 (1),t �f 0 t01 for somet01 C t1: It is clear thatt01 is in head normal form.� Assumet is not f -solvable. Then, thef -reduction oft is infinite. By proposition 3.15 (2), thef 0-reduction oft also is infinite.
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4. Proof of Kerth’s conjecture

I first give some examples of decorations. Let� = �x (x x); I = �x x;B = �b �f (f (b b f)) andY = (B B). Recall thatY is the Turing fixed point operator.

1. Let t = (� �): Then the constant sequence (�) is a decoration fort since t reduces by head
reduction tot0 = (� �) and the first� in t0 is a descendent of the second� in t.

2. Let t = (B B I): Then the constant sequence(B) is a decoration fort sincet reduces to itself (in
3 steps) and the first occurrence ofB in this reduct is a descendent of the second occurrence ofB
in t.

3. Letw1 = �xyz (z x y); w2 = �xyz (y (x (z x))); R = (w1 I w2) andw3 = (w2 R): Then,� t = (w2 R I w2)� (R w3) (in 4 steps)� (R w3)� (w3 I w2) = t0 (in 3 steps)� (w3 I w2)� (w2 R I w2) = t (in 7 steps)

It is easy to check thatw2; w3 andR are solvable and that the descendent condition is satisfied.
Thus the sequence [w2; R; w3; w2; R; w3; w2; :::] is a decoration fort. Note thatt0 is equal tot but t is written asw2 applied to 3 arguments whereast0 is written asw3 applied to 2 arguments
and thus theR in t0 is not seen as an argument of the head term.

4. Other examples can be found in [8].

4.1. The idea of the proof

R. Kerth defines a decoration only for the head reduction of unsolvable terms, i.e. terms whose Böhm
tree is?. I define below a decoration for the computation (by left reduction) of anybranch of a termt.
A branch int is either an infinite branch of its Böhm tree or a finite one finishing with?, i.e. a branch
in t which corresponds to an infinite computation. I prove a more general result (The computation of
any branch in any� term admits a decoration. cf. Theorem 4.6) but this general notion of decoration is
necessary for the proof of even the restricted case. The ideaof the proof is the following.

1) Let a be a branch oft and b be a branch of a sub-termu of t. I say thatb is (t; a) useful if,
intuitively (cf. definition 4.4) the computation of the brancha of t ”uses” all the nodes of addressesb � i(i < lg(b)) of the Böhm tree ofu. I first show that (cf. proposition 4.19) if a branchb of u is (t; a) useful
and there is a decoration for(u; b), then there is a decoration for(t; a) . This is the reason for which it
is necessary to extend the notion of decoration to solvable terms. The decoration of an unsolvable termt
may ”come from” a decoration of a solvable sub-termu of t.

2) Let t = (u r1 ::: rn) anda be a branch int: Say thata is created by the application ofu to r1 ::: rn
if neither inu nor in anyri there is a branch that is(t; a) useful. I also show (this is the key point of the
proof. cf. proposition 4.20) that if the brancha in t = (u r1 ::: rn) is created by the application ofu tor1 ::: rn; thent reduces to somet0 = �!� (ri s1 ::: sm) for somes1 ::: sm and

- the occurrence ofri in t0 is a descendent of the one int.
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- the brancha in t0 still is created by the application ofri to s1 ::: sm:
Actually, proposition 4.20 is a bit more complicated because we have to deal with possible substitu-

tions of the free variables.

3) Theorem 4.6 is then proved by induction on the complexity of t. If t is in head normal form the
result follows immediately from the induction hypothesis.Otherwiset = �!� (u r1 ::: rp) for somep � 1: If the brancha is not created by the application ofu to r1 ::: rn; i.e. either inu or in someri
there is a branch that is(t; a) useful, the result follows from the induction hypothesis and the first point
above. Otherwise, we get a decoration by using repeatedly the second point above.

4.2. Definitions

Definition 4.1. LetA be the set of finite or infinite list ofpositive integers.

Definition 4.2. Let a 2 A, t 2 �0 andf be a Böhm function.

1. a is anf -branch in t iff� 8i < lg(a) a � i is f -accessible int:� if a is finite, thenhnf (f; t; a) = ?
2. Assumea is anf - branch int andk 2 N . Res(f; t; a; k) andBr(f; t; a; k) are defined by :� Res(f; t; a; 0) = t andBr(f; t; a; 0) = a� If Res(f; t; a; k) is not anf -head normal form thenRes(f; t; a; k + 1) = thef - reduct ofRes(f; t; a; k) and Br(f; t; a; k + 1) = Br(f; t; a; k)� If Res(f; t; a; k) = �!� (x t1::: tn) anda = i + b thenRes(f; t; a; k + 1) = ti andBr(f; t; a; k + 1) = b� OtherwiseRes(f; t; a; k) andBr(f; t; a; k) are undefined.

3. t�f;a t0 means thatt0 = Res(f; t; a; k) for somek.

Comments and examples. In the following, assumet 2 �: Recall that, in this case, the parameterf
is omitted since thef -reduction is the head-reduction.

1. Res(t; a; k) is the term we get afterk many steps in the computation of the brancha of BT (t).
2. If t0 = Res(t; a; k) thena0 = Br(t; a; k) is the branch oft0 that has to be computed to finish the

computation of the brancha of t. Thus, ift�a t0 andt0�a0 t" thent�a t".

3. If t is unsolvable, thennil is the only branch int.
4. The only branch ofY is 11 = [1; 1; :::].
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5. Letw = �xyz (z (y (x x y)) z) andt = (w w).
- hnf (t; nil) = �yz (z (y (w w y)) z),
- hnf (t; [1]) = (y (w w y)),
- hnf (t; [2]) = z,
- hnf (t; [1; 1]) = �z1( z1 (y (w w y)) z1)
- a is accessible int iff a = 1n or a = 1n + 2. The only branch oft is 11:

Definition 4.3. Let t 2 �0:
1. The notion of sub-term oft is defined as usual, with the following additional rule :u is a (strict)

sub-term ofc(a; �) if u is a sub-term of�(x) for somex:
2. Letf be a Böhm function,b bef -accessible int andt�f;b t0.� A sub-termu0 of t0 is a residue of a sub-termu of t if it is a ”copy by �-reduction” ofu

where, possibly, the free variables have been substituted.u0 is a descendent ofu if it is a
residue ofu and the free variables have not been substituted.� The sub-termu0 = c(a0; �0) of t0 is an immediate successor of the sub-termu = c(a; �) of t
if

– t�f;b t1 = �!� (c(a; � ) �!r ) !f t2 = �!�0 (� 0(x) c(a+ 1; � 0) ::: c(a+ p; � 0) �!r0 )�f;b t0
– u0 is a residue of some element of the sequencec(a+ 1; � 0) ::: c(a+ p; � 0) in t2
– the occurrence ofc(a; � ) in t1 is a residue ofu.

3. The successor relation (between terms asc(a; �)) is the transitive closure of the immediate suc-
cessor relation.

Remark. A more ”formal” definition of these notions (that are intuitively very clear) is rather tedious.
For more details see [9]. It is clear that the notion of descendent given above is exactly the one in [9] . In
particular, ift = (d �!u ) �a (d0 �!u0 ) andd0 is a residue of some element of the sequence�!u then it is
also a descendent of this element.

Definition 4.4. Let t; u 2 � and assume thatt = D(�(u)) for some contextD and some substitution�.
Let t0 = D(c(nil; �)) andf =  (u). Let a be a branch int.

1. Let b be an address accessible inu. b is (t; a) useful if, for somek;�!v and�, Res(f; t0; a; k) =�!� (c(b; �) �!v ).
2. Letb be a branch inu. b is (t; a) useful if there is a sequence< ki; �i; �!vi >i<lg(b) such that, for

everyi, Res(f; t0; a; ki) = �!� (c(b � i; �i) �!vi ). Moreover, the occurrence ofc(b � i+ 1; �i+1) inRes(f; t0; a; ki+1) is an immediate successor of the occurrence ofc(b � i; �i) in Res(f; t0; a; ki):
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Remarks and examples.� A context is a� term (not a�0 term !) with some holes. As usual, variables may be captured by a
substitution in a context.� It will be shown (see proposition 4.10) that, with the notations of the previous definition,a is anf -branch int0 and thus the definition makes sense.� Most often, either� is empty (i.e.u is a sub-term oft) or D is an applicative context (i.e.t =(�(u) �!r )) but it is not always the case and I thus need this general definition. In fact, both cases
are essentially the same since it is not difficult to prove thefollowing fact.

Let t = D(u) for some contextD anda be a branch int. Assume that the addressnil in u is (t; a)
useful, thent �a �!� (�(u) �!r ) for some� whose domain consists in the free variables ofu that
are captured by the contextD.� Let t = (Y I). t is unsolvable and thusnil is a branch int. 11 is a branch inY . It is easy to check
that11 is (t; nil) useful.� Note that a termt may have many sub-terms each of them has a branch that is(t; a) useful. For
example, lett = (Y1 F ) (Y2 F ) whereY1 = Y2 = Y andF = �f�g (g f): The reduction given
in the example after definition 2.6 shows that the branch11 in Y1 is (t; nil) useful. Similarly, the
branch11 in Y2 is (t; nil) useful.� Also note that, for an infinite branchb, being(t; a) useful is stronger that simply asking that for
everyi; b � i is (t; a) useful. Lett = (Y1 H Y2 0) whereY1 = Y2 = Y ,H = �fnp (u n p (f n(s p))); u = �npa (n F (p F �x a)); F = �xy (y x), 0 = �xy y ands = �nfx (f (n f x)): For
every k, the address1k is (t; nil) useful both inY2 andY1. The branch11 of Y1 is (t; nil) use-
ful but the branch11 of Y2 is not. The reason is the following.u is a term (given by Maurey)
such that(u n p a) ! a for every Church integersn � p: SinceY acts here as an infinite
Church integer,(u Y k a) ! a for everyk and this computation ”uses” the address1k of Y: It
follows that, lettingG = (Y1 H), t = (G Y2 0) ! (G Y2 1) ! (G Y2 2) ! ::: . It is easy
to see that, in this computation, the node at the address1k+1 of Y1 that is used for the reduction(G Y2 k) ! (G Y2 k + 1) satisfies the descendent condition whereas, since the occurrence ofY2
in (G Y2 k + 1) is a ”new” one, the node at the address1k+1 of Y2 that is used in this reduction
does not satisfy the condition.

Definition 4.5. Let t 2 �, a be a branch oft and(dn) a sequence of� terms.(dn) is a decoration for(t; a) if there is a strictly increasing sequence(kn) of integers and a sequence (�!rn) such that for everyn � 0
1. Res(t; a; kn) = �!� (dn �!rn )
2. dn+1 is the descendent of an element of�!rn
In [9], it is also asked thatdn is solvable. This is useless since it is a consequence of the other

hypotheses : this follows immediately from lemma 4.9 below.Also note thatdn remains solvable under
any substitutions : this follows immediately from proposition 4.18.
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Theorem 4.6. Let t 2 � anda be a branch int. Then(t; a) has a decoration.

Corollary 4.7. Every unsolvable� term has a decoration in the sense of [9].

4.3. Some useful results

In this section, I prove some basic results on usefulness and, in particular, the fact that this notion is
”transitive” (see proposition 4.12). I also prove some results dealing with the descendent relation. Some
of them, are stronger versions of lemmas already proved in section 2.2.

Lemma 4.8. Let t; t0 2 �0; f be a Böhm function anda bef -accessible int. Assumet �f;a t0: Then,
for somea0 � a; t�f;a adr(f; t; a0)�f t0.
Proof: Immediate from the definition. ut
Lemma 4.9. Let t 2 �0 andf be a Böhm function such thatt is f -unsolvable. Let�!r be a sequence of
terms. Then(t �!r ) is f -unsolvable. Moreover(t �!r ) has no reduct of the form

�!� (ri �!v ) whereri is a
descendent of an element of�!r :
Proof: This is a stronger version of lemma 2.13. The new result is clear from the proof of the previous
version. ut
Proposition 4.10. Let t 2 �0, u 2�; anda 2 A. Assume thatt is (u)-correct. Thena is a (u)-branch
in t iff a is a branch inthui.
Proof: It follows immediately from proposition 2.15 thatt has an (u) -head normal form iffthui
has an head normal form. Moreover ifhnf (f; t; nil) = �x1::: �xk (x t1::: tp) thenhnf (thui; nil) =�x1::: �xk (x t1hui ::: tphui): The result follows easily. ut
Proposition 4.11. Let t 2 �0, u 2 �; f =  (u) anda bef -accessible int. Assumet is f -correct andt �f;a t0 = �!� (R �!s ) andR is eitherx or ((�x v) w) or c(b; �) andf(b) 6= ?: Then,thui�a t0hui.
Moreover, letd0 be a sub-term oft0 that is a residue (resp. a descendent) of a sub-termd of t. Thend0hui
is a residue (resp. a descendent) of the corresponding sub-termdhui.
Proof: The proof is by induction ona. For a = nil; this is proposition 2.15 . Ifa = i + b, thent�f �!� (x t1 ::: tn): By proposition 2.15,thui� �!� (x t1hui ::: tnhui) and the result follows from the
induction hypothesis. The extra property (on the descendence relation) is easily checked from the proof
of proposition 2.15. ut
Proposition 4.12. Let t; u; v be in�; a (resp.b; c) be a branch int (resp. inu; v): Assume thatb is (t; a)
useful andc is (u; b) useful. Thenc is (t; a) useful.

Proof: Let t = D(�(u)); u = E(� (v)): Let t0 = D(c(nil; �)); u0 = E(c(nil; � )). Let F =D(�(E)): Thent = F (� � �(v)): Let t" = F (c(nil; � � � )): I only provet"�g;a �!� (c(c � j; � j) �!rj )
for every j < lg(c), whereg =  (v) . I should prove a bit more, namely that the corresponding
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this follows immediately from the proof.

Let f =  (u) andd = c � j: Sincec is (u; b) useful,u0 �g;b �!� (c(d; � 0) �!r ): Thus, by lemma
4.8, u0 �g;b adr(g; u0; b0) �g �!� (c(d; � 0) �!r ) for someb0 � b. Sinceb is (t; a) useful, t0 �f;a�!� (c(b0; �0) �!s ): Clearlyt" = t0hu0i : here is the point (cf. the remark at the end of section 2.1), where I
uset0hu0i for u0 2 �0). Thus, by proposition 4.11 and lemma 2.14; t"�g;b �!� (�0(adr(u0; b0) �!s )�g;b�!� (c(d; � ") �!r0 ): ut
Definition 4.13. Let �; �0 be substitutions.� = � � �0 if� dom(�) \ dom(�0) = ; anddom(� ) = dom(�) [ dom(�0)� �(x) = �(x) (resp.�0(x)) if x 2 dom(�) (resp.x 2 dom(�0))
Definition 4.14. Let u be in�: Define, fora accessible inu, FV (u; a) by :� FV (u; nil) = ;� FV (u; a+ i) = FV (u; a) [ fx1 ::: xkg wherehnf (u; a) = �x1 ::: xk (x �!r )
Lemma 4.15. 1. Lett = (�(u) �!r ) 2 �, t0 = (c(nil; �) �!r ); b be accessible int, f =  (u); t0�f;bt" andc(a; � ) be a sub-term oft". Then� = � � �0 for some�0 such thatdom(�0) = FV (u; a).

Moreover, for everyy 2 dom(� ), for everya0 > a and everyx 2 FV (u; a0)� FV (u; a), x is not
free in�(y):

2. Similarly for t = D(�(u)) with � = � � �"� �0 wheredom(�") is the set of variables captured
by the contextD.

3. Moreover ifc(a0; � 0) is a descendent ofc(a; �) then � 0 = � � � for some� whose domain isFV (u; a0)� FV (u; a):
Proof: This comes immediately from the fact that we are doing head reduction (and of course the
renaming rule to avoid capture). More precisely, this is proved by induction on the length of the reductiont0�f;b t" by a simple case analysis. ut
Lemma 4.16. Let t = (�(u) �!r ) be in�, b be a branch int andf =  (u). Let t0 = (c(nil; �) �!r ).

1. Assumet0�f;b �!� (c(a; � ) �!s ) andu�a adr(u; a)� �x1::: �xk (d �!v )� �x1::: �xk :::�xk+k0 (d0 �!v0 ) andd0 is the descendent of an element of�!v :
Then, there exist substitutions� and �0 such thatt�b �!� (�(d) �(�!v ) �!w )�b �!�0 (�0(d0) �0(�!v0 )�!w0) and�0(d0) = �(d0) is a descendent of the corresponding element of�(�!v ):

2. Similarly assume that :� t0 �f;b �!� (c(a; � ) �!s ) �f;b �!�0 (c(a0; � 0) �!s0 ) for somea < a0 andc(a0; � 0) is a successor
of c(a; � ):
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element of�!v :

Then, there exist substitutions� and�0 such that t�b �!� (�(d)�(�!v )�!w )�b �!� (�0(d0)�0(�!v0 ) �!w0)
and�0(d0) = �(d0) is a descendent of the corresponding element of�(�!v ):

Proof:

1. By lemma 4.15,� = � � �1: By proposition 4.11,t �b �!� (�(adr(u; a)) ��!shui) and, by lemma

2.14,
�!� (� (adr(u; a)) ��!shui)� �!� (�(d) �(�!v ) �!w )� �!�0 (�0(d0)�0(�!v0 ) �!w0) where� = �0 � � (resp.�0 = �" � � ) and the domain of�0 (resp.�") is fx1 ::: xkg

(resp.fx1 ::: xk+k0g). By lemma 4.15,� = � � �0 and�0 = � � �". Sinced0 is the descendent of
an element of�!v the variablesxk+1 ::: xk+k0 do not appear ind0 and�(d0) = �0(d0):

2. Similarlyt�b �!� (�(d) �(�!v ) �!w )�b �!� (�0(d0) �0(�!v0 ) �!w0) where� = � ��0; �0 = ���"and
the domain of�" isFV (u; a0)�FV (u; a). Sinced0 is the descendent of an element of�!v ; d0 has
no free variables inFV (u; a0)� FV (u; a) and thus�0(d0) = �(d0): ut

Proposition 4.17. Let t = (�(u) �!r ) be in� andb be a branch int. Let a be a branch inu that is(t; b)
useful. Assume thatRes(u; a; k) = �!� (u1 �!v1 ): Then,� For somej and some� ; Res(t; b; j) = �!� (�(u1) �(�!v1 ) �!w ):� Letc be a branch inu1 that is(Res(u; a; k); Br(u; a; k)) useful. Thenc is (Res(t; b; j); Br(t; b; j))

useful.

Proof: By lemma 4.8,u �a adr(u; a1) � �!� (u1 �!v1 ) = u0: Let t0 = (c(nil; �); �!r ) andf =  (u): Sincea is (t; b) useful t0 �f;b �!� (c(a1; �1) �!s ): Thus t �b �!� (�1(adr(u; a1)) �!s )�b �!� (� (u1) �(�!v1 )�!w ) = Res(t; b; j) = t": Let a0 = Br(u; a; k) andb" = Br(t; b; j). Sincea is (t; b) useful, it is clear
thata0 is (t"; b") useful and sincec is (u0; a0) useful, by proposition 4.12,c is (t"; b") useful. ut
4.4. The key results

Propositions 4.19 and 4.20 give the key points mentioned in section 4.1. Intuitively proposition 4.20
gives the next step of the decoration and proposition 4.21 isthe technical result that allows to iterate the
construction.

Proposition 4.18. Let u be in�: Assume thatu is unsolvable and(dk) is a decoration for(u; nil).
1. Let� be a substitution. Then,(�(dk)) is a decoration for(�(u); nil):
2. Let t = (u�!r ). Then, there is a sequence (�k) of substitutions such that(�k(dk)) is a decoration

for (t; nil):
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Proof:

1. This is trivial since, by lemma 2.12, ifu� u0 then�(u)� �(u0):
2. Let p be the length of�!r : If p = 0, this is trivial. Assumep � 1. If, for everyk;Res(u; nil; k)

does not begin with� the result follows from lemma 2.12. Otherwise, letk be the least integer
such thatRes(u; nil; k) = �x u0. Since(dn) is a decoration for(u; nil); let (kn) be the sequence
such thatRes(u; nil; kn) =

�!� (dn �!vn):
Assume first thatk0 > k: Then (by lemma 2.12)(u�!r )� (�x u0 �!r ) � (�(u0) r2 :: rp) where�(x) = r1: Repeating the same argument with(�(u0) r2 rp) yields the result.

Assume thatk0 � k: Let n0 be the largest integer such thatkn0 � k: Then (by lemma 2.12) forn � n0 : Res(t; nil; kn) = (dn �!v n �!r ): Res(t; nil; kn0) � (�x u0 �!r ) � (�(u0) r2 ::: rp)
where�(x) = r1: Since(dn)n>n0 is a decoration for(u0; nil); (�(dn))n>n0 is a decoration for(�(u0); nil). Sincedn0+1 is a descendent of an element ofvn0 ; x is not free indn0+1: Repeating
the same argument with((�(u0) r2 ::: rp) ; nil) yields the result. ut

Proposition 4.19. Let t; u be in� andb (resp.a) be a branch int (resp.u). Assumea is (t; b) useful
and let(dk) be a decoration for(u; a). Then there is a sequence(�k) of substitutions such that(�k(dk))
is a decoration for(t; b).
Proof: - If a is infinite, the sequence (�k) is easily constructed by using lemma 4.16.

- If a is finite the sequence (�k) is easily constructed by using lemma 4.16 for the finite part of the
branch and proposition 4.18 for its last node.

Proposition 4.20. Let t = (u r1::: rn) be a� term anda be a branch int. Assume there is no branch
neither inu nor in anyri that is (t; a) useful. Then there is< i; k; u1; � > such that, lettingt0 =Res(t; a; k) anda0 = Br(t; a; k) :� t0 = �!� (�(u1) �!v ) for some�!v ;� u1 = (ri s1 ::: sm) and�(ri) = ri is a descendent of its occurrence int.� For1 � j � m; sj has no branch that is(t0; a0) useful� u1 has a branch that is(t0; a0) useful.

Comments. The intuition of the proof is the following : Since there is nouseful branch inu the set of
useful nodes inBT (u) is (by König’s lemma) finite. Assume, for example, thatt = (�x�y (x s1 s2) r1r2). Thent � (r1 s01 s02): If there is no useful branch neither ins01 nor in s02 we are done. Otherwise
there is such a useful branch in, say,s01: Thust� �!� (s01 �!w ) for some�!w : By the previous lemmas, it is
mainly enough to prove the result fors01: But t0 = (�x�y s1 r1 r2) � s01 and the cardinality of the set
of useful nodes oft0 is smaller than the one oft: We get the result by repeating the previous argument.

Before giving the proof, I give an example of the difficult case (the case 2.b in the proof). This is the
example 4.3.6 in [8]. Letw = �xyz (y (x (z x))),R = �z (z I w) andt = (w R I w): t is unsolvable.w;R; I are normal and so they do not have a branch that is(t; nil) useful. t � (I (R (w R))) �
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decoration fort since the unsolvability is already created (and ”used”) in(R (w R)): We will choose the
next step(R (w R)) and the argumentR because, at this step, the unsolvability is not yet created sinceR and (w R) are solvable. Thus, here, the solution is :k = 4; u1 = (R (w R)); i = 1; � = ; and�!v is
empty.

Proof: LetE = fb / b is an address accessible in u, that is(t; a) usefulg. Note that forb in E;hnf(u; b)6= ? because otherwiseb would be a branch inu that is(t; a) useful.
I define a procedure to construct the desired< i; k; u1; � > and a branch inu. This procedure halts

(and I thus get the result) because otherwise this means we always are in the case (1) below and this
procedure has constructed an infinite branch inu that is(t; a) useful and this is a contradiction. Note
that I cannot use the fact thatE is finite (and prove the result by induction on the cardinality of E):
Intuitively this is actually the argument used but we cannotformalize it in this way. IfE is infinite, by
König’s lemma, there is an infinite branchb such that for everyi; b � i 2 E but (see the example after
definition 4.4) this does not imply thatb is (t; a) useful.nil clearly is inE. Let hnf(u; nil) = �x1 ::: xk (x w1 ::: wp); j0 = Min(k; n) and� is given by�(xj) = rj for j � j0: It is clear thatj0 � 1 because otherwiset reduces to

�!� (x �!w �!r ) and thenu or
someri would have a branch that is(t; a) useful.
1) Assume first thatx =2 fx1 ::: xkg: Thent � �xj0+1 ::: xk (x �(w1) ::: �(wp) rj0+1 ::: rn) and
thusa 6= nil . Let a = i+ l. If i > p, there is a branch inri that is(t; a) useful and this contradicts the
hypothesis. Thusi � p. Letu0 = �x1 ::: xj0 wi: Thent�a �(wi) and(u0 r1 ::: rn)� �(wi): The first
node of the branch constructed by the procedure isi: Repeat the procedure (to get the other nodes) with(u0 r1 ::: rn):
2) Assume thatx = xi. Thent� �xj0+1 :: xk (ri �(w1) :: �(wp) rj0+1:: rn):

a) Assume first that for 1� q � p; �(wq) has no branch that is(t; a) useful. Then< i; j0; u1; ; >
whereu1 = (ri �(w1) ::: �(wp) rj0 ::: rn) clearly satisfies the conclusion of the proposition.

b) Assume that, for some1 � q � p, �(wq) has a branch that is(t; a) useful:
Claim : There isb 2 E andj � j0 such thathnf (u; b) = �!� (xj s1 ::: sl) and�(hnf (u; b)) has a
branch that is(t; a) useful but no�(sm) has such a branch.
Proof : Note thatadr(u; [q]) = wq: By the hypothesis,[q] is in E. Let hnf (u; [q]) = �!� (y s1 :::sl): If y = xj and no�(sm) has a branch that is(t; a) useful,b = [q] satisfies the conclusion of the
claim. Otherwise some�(sm) has a branch that is(t; a) useful. (Proof : If y = xj this is clear. Ify =2 fx1 ::: xkg; �( hnf (u; [q])) = �!� (y �(s1) ::: �(sl)) and this is again clear since a branch in�(hnf (u; [q])) is a branch in some�(sm)). We may repeat the argument withb = q +m. If the claim
fails we get in this way an infinite branch inu that is(t; a) useful. (Q.E.D. of the claim)

Let (b; j) be given by the claim. Lett0 = (c(nil; ; ) r1 ::: rn) andf =  (u): t0�f;a �!� (c(b; � ) �!w )
for some� = � � �0 and thust �a �!� (� (adr(u; b)) �!w ). By lemmas 2.14 and 4.15, there is a
substitution� 0 such that

�!� (�(adr(u; b)) �!w ) � �!� (�(xj) �(�!s ) �!v ) = Res(t; a; k) where� =� � � 0 = � � �0 � � 0. Then,< j; k; u1; �0 � � 0 > satisfies the conclusion of the proposition, whereu1 = (rj ��!�(s)) = �((xj s1 ::: sl)): ut
Proposition 4.21. Let (dn)n�0 (resp.(�!un)n�0; (�!vn)n�1; resp.(an)n�0; resp.(�n)n�1) be a sequence of� terms (resp. be sequences of finite sequences of� terms, resp. be a
sequence of elements ofA, resp. be a sequence of substitution): Assume that for everyn � 0



74 R. David / Computing with Böhm Trees� tn = (dn �!un) andan is a branch intn.� For somekn; Res(tn; an; kn) = �!�n (�n+1(tn+1) �!v n+1) andan+1 is (Res(tn, an; kn); Br(tn;an; kn)) useful.� dn+1 is the descendent of an element of the sequence�!un� �n+1(dn+1) = dn+1:
Then, there is an increasing sequence (�n) of substitutions such that the sequence(�n(dn)) is a
decoration for(t0; a0):

Proof: I construct (by induction onn) a sequence< jn; rn; bn; �n > such that:r0 = t0; j0 = 0; � 0 = ;,b0 = a0 and, forn � 1; rn = Res(r0; b0; jn) = �!� (�n(tn) �!wn); bn = Br(r0; b0; jn); �n(dn) =�n�1(dn) andan is (rn; bn) useful. It is clear that the sequence(�n) satisfies the conclusion.tn �an �!�n (�n+1(tn+1) ��!vn+1): Sincean is (rn; bn) useful and by proposition 4.17,rn �bn r0n =�!� (�!� n (�n(�n+1(tn+1)) �n(��!vn+1)) �!wn) for some�n and�!wn:
Clearly r0n � �!�0 (�n+1(tn+1) ���!wn+1) = Res(r0; a0; jn+1) for some���!wn+1 where�n+1 = �n ��n+1 � �n and the domain of�n is included in the variables in

�!� n. Sincedn+1 is the descendent of
an element of�!un; dn+1 is not affected by�n . Since, by the hypothesis,�n+1(dn+1) = dn+1; we have�n+1(dn+1) = �n(dn+1): Finally, again by proposition 4.17,an+1 is (rn+1; bn+1) useful.

4.5. End of the proof of the theorem

Let t be a� term anda be branch int. The existence of a decoration is proved by induction on the
complexity oft.� If t = �x u or t = (x�!r ) the result follows immediately from the induction hypothesis.� If t = (u r1::: rn) and there is, either inu or in someri; a branch that is(t; a) useful. For example,

say b is such a branch inu. By the induction hypothesis there is a decoration of(u; b) and by
proposition 4.19 there is a decoration for(t; a).� Otherwiset = (u r1::: rn) and there is no branch neither inu nor in anyri that is(t; a) useful.
Let a0 = a; d0 = u, �!u0 = r1 ::: rn; t0 = (d0 �!u0) and�!v0 be the empty sequence. By proposition
4.20 there is< i; k0; t1; � > such that, lettingt0 = Res(t0; a0; k0) anda0 = Br(t0; a0; k0) :

– t0 = �!� (�(t1) �!v1 ); t1 = (ri s1 ::: sm); �(ri) = ri for some termss1 ::: sm �!v1 and some
substitution�:

– For1 � j � m, sj has no branch that is(t0; a0) useful

– t1 has a brancha1 that is(t0; a0) useful.

Let d1 = ri and�!u1 = s1 ::: sm: No sj has a branch that is(t1; a1) useful since, otherwise, by
proposition 4.12 such a branch would be(t0; a0) useful. We may again use proposition 4.20 witht1 and
the brancha1: By repeating the same argument we get sequences satisfying the hypothesis of proposition
4.21 and thus a decoration fort. ut
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5. Appendix : Proof of proposition 3.15

Lemma 5.1. n((u �!v )) � n(u):
Proof: Assume�!v has at least one element (otherwise the result is trivial). If u begins with� or ifu = (R �!r ) andR 6= d(a; �); thenn((u �!v )) = 0 and the result is clear. Otherwise letu = (d(a; �) �!r )
andf 0(a) = (E; x; k). Thenn((u �!v )) = 1 + n(�(x)) = n(u). ut

The proof of proposition 3.15 (2) is by induction onn(u). Letu = �!�0 (R0 �!r0 ).� If R0 = ?: Thent = �!� (? �!r ) where
�!� is an initial segment of

�!�0 and�!r is an initial segment
of D(�!r0 ): The result is thus clear.� If R0 = x: Similarly t = �!� (x �!r ) and again the result is clear.� If R0 = (�x w0 v0): Similarly t = �!� ((�x w v) �!r ) whereD(w0) = w andD(v0) = v:u!f 0 �!� (w0[x := v0] �!r0 ) andt!f �!� (w[x := v] �!r ). The result follows from the (immediate)
fact thatD(w0[x := v0]) = D(w0)[x := D(v0)]:



76 R. David / Computing with Böhm Trees� If R0 = c(a; � ): Then t = �!� (c(a; �) �!r ) whereD(�) = �: Let k (resp. k0) be the number
of abstractions inf(a) (resp. f 0(a)). Let p (resp. p0) be the length of�!r (resp.

�!r0 ). The proof
depends on the relations on these numbers :

1. k � p andk0 � p0.
2. k � p andk0 � p0:
3. k � p andk0 � p0:
4. k � p; k0 � p andk0 � p0:
5. k � p andk0 � p:

Note that, sincek � k0 andp � p0; these are the only possible cases. In order to simplify notations
I will only give examples. The reader will easily be convinced that the given examples are generic.

In the examples,� will denote�0 � � and� will denote � 0 � � (�0 and � 0 are defined in each
example). In the examples 1, 2, 4, 5 :f(a) = (fx1; x2g; z; 1) andf 0(a) = (fx1; x2; x3g; z; 2): In
the example 3 :f(a) = (fx1; x2g; z; 1) andf 0(a) = (fx1; x2; x3; x4; x5g; z; 4): When the context
is clear, I will omit the lettera and writec(�) instead ofc(a; �); c(i; �) instead ofc(a+ i; �); etc.

1. t = (c(�) r) and u = �y1 (c(� ) s v): Then t !f �x2 (�(z) c(1; �)) and u !f 0�y1x3(�(z) c(1; �) d(2; �)) where�0(x1) = r and� 0(x1) = s, � 0(x2) = v:
2. t = (c(�) r) andu = �y1y2 y3 (c(� ) s u1 u2 u3): Thent !f �x2 (�(z) c(1; �)) andu !f 0 �y1y2y3 (�(z) c(1; �) d(2; �) u3) where�0(x1) = r and � 0(x1) = s, � 0(x2) =u1; � 0(x3) = u2:
3. t = (c(�) r1 r2 r3) andu = �y1 (c(� ) s1 s2 s3 v): Thent !f (�(z) c(1; �) r3) andu !f 0 �y1x5 ( (�(z) c(1; �) d(2; �) d(3; �) d(4; �)) where�0(x1) = r1; �0(x2) = r2 and� 0(x1) = s1, � 0(x2) = s2; � 0(x3) = s3; � 0(x4) = v:
4. t = (c(�) r1 r2 r3) andu = �y1 (c(� ) s1 s2 s3 v): Thent !f (�(z) c(1; �) r3) andu !f 0 �y1 (�(z) c(1; �) d(2; �) v) where �0(x1) = r1; �0(x2) = r2 and� 0(x1) = s1,� 0(x2) = s2; � 0(x3) = s3:
5. t = (c(�) r1 r2 r3 r4) andu = �y1 (c(� ) s1 s2 s3 s4 v): Thent!f (�(z) c(1; �) r3 r4)

andu !f 0 �y1 (�(z) c(1; �) d(2; �) s4 v) where �0(x1) = r1; �0(x2) = r2 and� 0(x1) =s1, � 0(x2) = s2; � 0(x3) = s3:
I must check that theC relation is satisfied. I will only give the proof for the case 1. and 3. The
other are similar.

Example 1.

– D(�) = � (with the�-conversion betweenx2 andy1) : Let x be a variable. Ifx 6= xi
(for i = 1; 2) then�(x) = �(x); �(x) = �(x) and the result follows from the fact thatD(�) = �: Note thatx2 (resp.y1) is not free in�(x) (resp.�(x)). If x = x1; then�(x) = r
and�(x) = s and the result follows from the fact thatD(s) = r: If x = x2 then�(x) = x2
and�(x) = v and the result follows from the fact thatD(v) = y1:
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– D(d(2; �)) = x3 : Immediate.

Example 3.

– D(�) = � : As in example 1.

– D(d(2; �)) = r3 : The head variable off 0(a+ 2) is x3; �(x3) = s3 andD(s3) = r3:
– D(d(3; �)) = y1: The head variable off 0(a+ 3) is x4; �(x4) = v andD(v) = y1:
– D(d(4; �)) = x5: The head variable off 0(a+ 4) is x5; �(x5) = x5:� If R0 = d(a; � ): Let f 0(a) = (fx1; :::; xng; x; k): Thent = �!� (w �!r ) wherew = D(�(x)):

Let p (resp.p0) be the length of�!r (resp.
�!r0 ). The proof again depends on the relations on these

numbers :

1. k � p
2. k � p andk � p0
3. k � p0

In order to simplify the notations, I will again give only generic examples and omit the addressa.
Let � = � 0 � � (where� 0 is defined in each example)

1. f 0(a) = (fx1g; x; 1); t = (w r1 r2) andu = �y (d(� ) s1 s2 v). Thenu !f 0 u0 =�y (�(x) d(1; �) s2 v) where� 0(x1) = s1:
2. f 0(a) = (fx1; x2g; x; 2); t = (w r) andu = �y1y2 (d(� ) s u1 u2). Thenu !f 0 u0 =�y1y2 (� (x) d(1; �) d(2; �) u2) where� 0(x1) = s and� 0(x2) = u1.
3. f 0(a) = (fx1; x2; x3g; x; 3); t = (w r) andu = �y1 (d(� ) s v). Thenu !f 0 u0 =�y1�x3(� (x) d(1; �) d(2; �) d(3; �)) where� 0(x1) = s and� 0(x2) = v:

It is enough to show thatu0 C t andn(u0) < n(u) because the result follows then from the
induction hypothesis. The second fact follows immediatelyfrom the definition ofn(t) and lemma
5.1. I will check theC relation only for the example 3. The other are similar.

– D(�(x)) = w : w = D(d(� ) = D(�(x)):
– D(d(1; �)) = r : The head variable off 0(a+ 1) is x1; �(x1) = s andD(s) = r:
– D(d(2; �)) = y1 : The head variable off 0(a+ 2) is x2; �(x2) = v andD(v) = y1:
– D(d(3; �)) = x3 : The head variable off 0(a+ 3) is x3; �(x3) = x3: ut


